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opinion. Many thanks.
A: This is the

explanation that I
found for some people

that may find this
thread useful: In order

to have the Waves
SSL G series working
in Audacity, you need
to change the Output
Device that Audacity
uses to output audio
to a Windows PC. Do

this by: 1. Open
Audacity, Edit,

Preferences. 2. Select
Plugin Settings. 3.
Choose the Output
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Device that Audacity
uses. 4. Close the

Plugin Settings
window, then open
Audacity. That's it!
Works like a charm.

From the early 1600s
until the mid-1800s,
the northwest corner

of America was
conquered by a
cluster of Native
American nations

commonly known as
the Five Nations. They

were the Senecas
(who resided on the

upper Niagara River),
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the Cayugas, the
Oneidas (who resided

to the east of the
Senecas), the

Onondagas and the
Oneidas (who resided
further to the east of

the Cayugas),
collectively referred to
as the Iroquois. A few
months ago, Antichrist

Nation assembled
many of the Native

American nations that
were once under their

domain, and they
decided to finally have
their Great American
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Indian Nation Day. On
August 26, 2012, they

declared
Independence Day in
celebration of their
newfound freedom.

But that day, a
traitorous renegade
by the name of Lee

Shawnee strolled into
the Iroquois village of

Seneca Falls, New
York and eliminated

approximately half the
tribe. He then escaped
and became the last
leader of the Iroquois
until he was killed off
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by Arnold Rothstein.
The white man’s
empire was then
absorbed into the
United States of

America, and the long
struggle for freedom
commenced. A great

power eventually rose
to the top and reigned
supreme. That power
was the Union of the

United States of
America. A few years
ago, the Union had

been greatly
weakened by the

American Civil War,
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and the Confederation
of the United States of

America had been
established to help in

the process of
reunification.
However, the

American Civil War did
not end when C.S.A.
collapsed. Rather, it
continued inside the
Union, and a military
power was formed

which overthrew the
Union of the United

States of America and
established the new

United States of
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America. Now, the
Union of the United

States of America is in
a very precarious
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